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It's mad, snakes in the grass
Look, I'm tell you real talk, no lies
I'm so underrated, 10 million views plus
I ain't even made it, a nigger got trim fam
I ain't talking shavin, I'm hitting up the gym gang
I'm on my Craig David, lifting up bad plates
But I ain't no waitress
I don't give a shit fam, constipated anus
I tell you how it is damn, I'm one of the greatest
But my life is like a woman is, super complicated
Rio Ferdinand, hit me on the app, same bash
Forward me some tracks for the dressing room playlist
I did that shit asap, got back to my papers
Pink over brown yo, I am not racist
Go on and , I'll show you what our wave is
Hey, , bra, show you what our grave is
But it's no need for that
We are celebrating with celebrities
And all the brothers that I came,
Don't , your eye .. daylight
You will make one of us catch a tail light now
Boy, talking to a girl it's , side and
, 5 grand
So just done it, please just done it
Cause if it kicks off then we all march jumping
, all about the lizzy, chilling with some women who get ,
Then back on my jail beat, jail, jail, jail, beat
jail beat, jail, jail, jail, beat

Look, I aint trying to go jail, straight out ,
Fuck them other guys, my eyes is on the prize
,I'm on my jail, jail, jail, beat
What's the ,
I'm saying paper over everything,
Living till I die, I was , out the same time
, my head was spinning started sweating
Like I just found 25,
To lay down, work the day time, yeah straight back,
This is what happens when you just young and reckless
And you don't value what sex is or respect it
Every day I'm hussling, on my go,
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To arms , that's a ,
Fuck a pot of gold, for my rainbow
I'm trying to get a lot of dough and then lay low
I'm trying to make a million
Stay focus on my ,avoid imprisonment
Can't read broke anywhere,beautiful thing isn't it? Yeah
beautiful thing isn't it? Yeah, beautiful thing isn't it?
Yeah
,racks to riches bitch.
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